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ANALYSIS OF APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS OF COUPLED 
DYNAMICAL THERMOELASTICITY AND RELATED PROBLEMS 
JOZEF KACUR and ALEXANDER ZENISEK 
(Received December 3, 1984) 
Summary. The authors study problems of existence and uniqueness of solutions of various 
variational formulations of the coupled problem of dynamical thermoelasticity and of the con-
vergence of approximate solutions of these problems. 
First, the semidiscrete approximate solution is defined, which is obtained by time discretization 
of the original variational problem by Euler's backward formula. Under certain smoothness 
assumptions on the data authors prove existence and uniqueness of the solution and establish 
the rate of convergence 0(At112) of Rothe's functions in the spaces C(I; W2(Q)) and C(I; L2(Q)) 
for the displacement components and the temperature, respectively. Regularity of solutions is 
discussed. 
In Part 2 the authors define the fully discretized solution of the original variational problem 
by Euler's backward formula and the simplest finite elements. Convergence of these approximate 
solutions is proved. 
In Part 3, the weakest assumptions possible are imposed onto the data, which corresponds 
to a different definition of the variational solution. Existence and uniqueness of the variational 
solution, as well as convergence of the fully discretized solutions, are proved. 
Keywords: Rothe's method, finite elements, coupled thermoelasticity, coupled consolidation 
of clay. 
AMS classification: 65 M 20, 65 M 60, 65 N 30. 
In the recent years several papers were devoted to the analysis of approximate 
solutions of coupled dynamical linear thermoelasticity: in [3] and [14] under the 
assumption that the exact solution is sufficiently smooth the rate of convergence 
of fully discrete schemes obtained by discretization by finite elements in space and 
by finite differences in time is established; schemes generated by various finite ele-
ments and various finite differences are studied. In [1] the rate of convergence for 
two semidiscrete schemes obtained by discretization in time is derived under some 
regularity assumptions. Besides these papers, in [5] an existence and uniqueness 
theorem is introduced. 
Our paper completes the preceding investigations in the following directions: 
In Section 1 we analyze the simplest semidiscrete scheme (obtained by discretization 
in time by the Euler backward method). In Theorem 1 we establish the existence, 
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uniqueness and some regularity properties of the solution and prove the strong 
convergence of the semidiscrete solution to the exact one in the space C(I; L2(Q)). 
Our regularity results are stronger than in [5] under the same assumptions con-
cerning the data. In Theorem 2 we prove without any additional regularity assumptions 
that the rate of convergence of the semidiscrete solution is 0(At1/2). In Theorem 3 
we present stronger regularity properties in the space variables in the interior of 
the domain Q. 
In Section 2 we generalize the convergence results of Theorem 1 to the case of 
the simplest fully discrete scheme obtained by discretization in space by linear 
finite elements and in time by the Euler backward method. 
In Section 3 a weaker variational formulation is presented. This formulation 
allows us to consider the data of the problem not so smooth as in Sections 1 and 2. 
As we cannot obtain results similar those in Theorems 2 and 3 we consider only 
a fully discrete scheme. We again prove the existence and uniqueness of the exact 
solution; however, the regularity results and convergence results are weaker than in 
Theorems 1 and 4. 
In Section 4 we mention briefly two related problems: the quasistatical thermo-
elasticity and one of the models of consolidation of clay. The approach and results 
of Section 3 can be easily modified to these two cases. 
1. ROTHE'S METHOD IN LINEAR THERMOELASTICITY 
According to [2], the dynamical two-dimensional problem of coupled linear 
hermoelasticity can be formulated in the following way: Let Q be a bounded domain 
n the x l 5 x2-plane with a sufficiently smooth boundary F. Find a vector u(xl9 x2, t) 
and a function 3(xl9 x2, t) which satisfy the following initial-boundary value problem: 
11) 3,„ + Q = cjd + c2 div u in Q x (0, T] 
1.2) atjJ + /• = c^u\ (i = 1, 2) in Q x (0, T] 
1.3) S(xl9 x291) = SB(xl9 x2) , (xl9x2)er^9 t>0 
1.4) SS/dv + p(9 - g(xl9 x2 , t)) = 0 , (xl9 x2) eT2&9 t > 0 
1.5) u(xl9 x2, t) = uB(xl9 x2) , (xl9 x2) e FlM, t > 0 
1.6) (j.jVj = pt(xl9 x291)9 i = 1,2, (xl9 x2) e T2u, t > 0 
1.7) 9(xl9 x2, 0) = »0(xl9 x2), (xl9 x2) e Q 
1.8) u(xl9 x2, 0) = u0(xl9 x2), (xl9 x2) e Q 
1.9) u(xl9 x2, 0) = v0(xl9 x2), (xl9 x2) e Q 
where fi9 cl9 c2, c4 are positive constants, Q(xl9 x2, t), 9B(xl9 x2), %(xu x2), 
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g(xl9 x2, t) and f(xl9 x2, t), uB(xl9 x2), p(xl9 x2, t), u0{xl9 x2), v0(x1? x2) are given 
functions and vectors (their smoothness will be specified later), djdv is the normal 
derivative and where 
(1.10) au = <JU(U, ,9) = Dijkm[skm(u) - ccB5km] , 
(l.H) «</*) = (vij + vj,i)l2 
(1*12) Dijkm = Dj[km = Dkmij 
(1.13) DimttAm = HoZtjZtj Vttj = Zji e R 
with fi0 = const. > 0. A summation convention over a repeated subscript is adopted. 
A comma is employed to denote partial differentiation with respect to spatial co-
ordinates and a dot denotes the derivative with respect to time t. The symbols 
T19.9 F2d (and similarly Flu, F2w) denote two open subsets of the boundary such 
that mes T13, -f- mes F2# = mes F (mes TUt + mes T2u = mes F). The symbol 
u(xl9 x2, t) denotes the displacement vector and 9(xl9 x2, t) = T(xl9 x2,t) — Tr, 
where T(xt, x2, t) is the temperature and Tr the temperature for which the material is 
stress-free. Thus equation (1.1) is the coupled heat equation and equations (1.2) 
are coupled Cauchy's equations. 
In relation (1.10) the symbol a is the coefficient of linear thermal expansion, 
Su is the Kronecker delta and Dijkm are constants depending on the material only. 
We shall consider isotropic materials only; in this case 
(1.14) DijkJkm = c3Su , c3 = const. > 0 . 
We restrict ourselves to the case 
uB = 0 , $B = 0 ; 
in the opposite case we should use the transformations 
u = u + uB , i3 = $ + 5# 
where uB and 5B are appropriate extensions of uB and 3B from F onto Q. 
Let us introduce the spaces 
(1.15) V = {v e W\(Q): v = 0 on Tlu] , 
(1.16) W= {weWl(Q): w = 0 on F1&} . 
The norm in L2(iQ) will be denoted by ||-||0, the norm in W2(Q) by ||-||fc and the 
seminorm by | • \k. In what follows we shall work in the function spaces of the types 
C(I; V), Ljj\ V), L2(I; V), where I = [0, T] , T < oo, the basic properties of which 
can be found in [9]. For the sake of brevity we shall use the notation 
H = L2(Q) , H
2 = H x H , V2 = V x V. 
For the vector functions v = (vl9 v2)e [W2(Q)Y we shall use the notation ||vj|fc = 




(v, w)u = ViWt ds , (v, w)$ = vw ds 
JE2u JE23 
a(v, w) = Dyfcm etj(v) ekm(w) dx -
(u, v) = uv dx , (v, w) = (vj, w,), D(v, w) = (grad v, grad w) . 
JQ 
According to ( l .H) — (1.13), we have 
(1.17) a(v, v) ^ C|v|2 Vv e [W^Q)]2 
where C is a positive constant independent of v. Further 
(1.18) D(w, w) + fi(w, w)a ^ C||w||2 \JweW 
where C is a positive constant independent of w. Because of a greater simplicity 
we do not consider the case /? = 0. If /> = 0, mes Tl9. > 0 then inequality (1.18) 
remains valid and the case ft = 0, T2$ = T (which does not occur in applications) 
can be treated in the same way as the case T2u = F, which is in this paper taken 
into account. 
Definition 1. The pair u, # is a variational solution of problem (1.1) — (1.14) 
if the following conditions are satisfied: 
a) u e C(I; V2), u e Ljl; V2) n C(I; H2), u e Lj(I\ H2); u(0) = u0 e V
2, u(0) = 
= v0eV
2; 
b) » e L„(I; W), $ e LJI\ H), S(0) = $0eW; 
c) the following relations are satisfied: 
(1.19) c^t), w) + D($(t), w) + c2(div u(t), w) + p(9(t), w),, = 
= (Q(t), w) + fi(g(t)9 w)3 Vw e W Vt e I \ Ew 
(1.20) c4(ii(t), v) + a(u(t), v) - c3(Q(t), div v) = 
= (/(*), v) + (p(t), v)u VveV
2 VteI\Ev 
where Ew cz I and Ev a I are subsets of measure zero depending on w and v, 
respectively. The problem defined by a)--c) will be briefly called problem PC- 1 
(problem continuous 1). 
In Section 3 a weaker variational solution will be defined (see Definition 2). 
The existence and uniqueness of the solution of problem PC - 1 will be proved 
by Rothe's method. Let us choose an integer n, let us define At = Tjn and let us set 
tt = iAt (i = 0, 1, . . . , n ) . 
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For a function F(t) let us write 
F£ = F(tt) , AF
l = Fl - F^1 , A2F< = AF1 - AF1*"1 . 
In Sections 1 and 2 let us assume 
(1.21) 6 e A C ( I ; H ) , QeL2(l;H) 
(1.22) g e AC(I; L2(F2,)) , g e L2(I; L2(F2,)) 
(1.23) feAC(I;H2), f eL2(l;H
2) 
(1.24) p 6 AC(I; [L2(F2M)]
2), P e L2(I; [L2(r2l)f) , 
pGL2(I;[L2(F2M)]
2) 
and in this section let us define the following semidiscrete problem: 
Problem PD - 1 : Let U° = u0, U"
1 = u0 - Alv0, 0° = S0. Find U
leV2, 
e'1 e W(i = 1, ..., n) such that 
(1.25) ciAt~
1(A0i, w) + D(0l, w) + c2AC*(div AU\ w) + fi(0\ w% = 
= (Q(tt), w) + p(g(t), w\ = G,(W) Vw e W, 
(1.26) c 4 A r
 2(A2Uf, v) + a(U\ v) - c3(<9*, div v) = 
= (f(t^v) + (p(ti),v)u^Fi(v) V v e V
2 . 
R e m a r k 1. In order to avoid the multiplying of equation (1.25) by c3 and equation 
(1.26) by e2 (when summing them up) we shall assume in the proofs of Lemmas 1 — 3 
that c2 = c3 = 1. 
Lemma 1. Let #0 e W, u0, v0 e V
2. Then there exists a unique solution Ul e V2, 
0l e W(i = V ..., n) of problem PD - 1 where n is an arbitrary integer. 
Proof. Let us consider the space Z = V2 x W with the norm \y\z — [H|i + 
+ ||w[|2 for y = {v, w} e Z. Let us denote z = {U, 0} e Z and let us define a linear 
operator A: Z -> Z* by means of the bilinear form 
[AZ, y~] = c4At~
2(U, v) + a(U, v) - (0, div v) + 
+ cx(0, w) + AtD(0, w) + (div U, w) + jffAt(<9, w)a . 
Setting y = z and using (1.17), (1.18) we obtain (because At is fixed) 
[Az, z] = Clzll
2 MzeZ 
where C is a positive constant not depending on z e Z. From here, from the bounded-
ness of the bilinear form on Z x Z and from the estimates 
\Fiv)\ g C\v\, , \Gt(w)\ ^ C\\wl , K©'-
1 , w)\ ^ C[|w||0 , 
\At~2(2V'-1 - V'-2, v)\ ^ C|H|o , |(div U'~\ w)\ ^ C||w||0 , 
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where C is a positive constant not depending on y = [v, w}, we obtain the existence 
of a solution by means of the Lax-Milgram lemma. 
To prove the uniqueness let us assume that there exist two solutions z\ = 
= {U\, 0\}, z2 = {U2, 02} (i = 1, ..., n). Setting i = 1 we obtain from (1.25) 
and (1.26) that [A(z\ - z2), y] = 0. Setting y = z\ — z\ we find z\ = z2. Repeating 
the consideration successively for i = 2, ..., n we obtain z\ = zl2 (i = 1, ..., n). 
Lemma 1 is proved. 
Let us denote for the sake of brevity 
Zi = AUl\At, Sl = AZl\At = A2U7At2 , R{ = A0[\At, 
where i = 1, . . . , n. In order to obtain convenient a priori estimates we shall need 
a smoothness of data and validity of (1.25), (1.26) in the case of i = 0 in the follo-
wing sense: There exist 5° e H2 and R° e H such that 
(1.27) cx(R°, w) + D($0, w) + c2(div v0, w) + j?(S0, w)a = G0(w) Vw e W, 
(1.28) c4(S°, v) + a(u0, v) - c3(S0, div v) = F0(v) Vv e V
2 . 
R e m a r k 2. Relations (2.3), (2.4) (together with (1.21)-(1.24)) are an example of 
sufficient conditions for (1.27), (1.28): Using Green's theorem and relations (1.10), 
(1.12), (1.14) we obtain for R°, S° = (S°u S°2) from (1.27), (1.28): 
R° = crl(Q(0) + V2S0 - c2 div v0), S? = c-^alj + f,(0)) 
where cr?. = atj(u0, S0) (see (1.10)). 
Lemma 2. Let relations (1.27), (1.28) hold, let the functions and vectors Q, g,f, p 
satisfy conditions (1.21) —(1,24) and let u0, v0 e V
2 and S0 e W. Then there exists 
a positive constant C independent of j,n,At such that 
\\ZJ\\% = C , | | ^ | | 0 = C , ||#||0 = C ( l g j g n ) 
tlAZf^C, At^iWAGf^C. 
Proof . According to Remark 1, we assume that c2 = c3 = 1. Let us set i = j 
in (1.25) and then i = j — 1. Setting w = K7' and subtracting the second result 
from the first we obtain (in the casej = 1 we use also (1.27)) 
(1.29) Ci(RJ - Rj-\ RJ) + At~1D(AQj, A0j) + (div AZj, Rj) + 
+ Ar^\\A0%2(r29) = (Gj - Gj_1)(R^) . 
Repeating this procedure in the case of (1.26) with v = SJ we obtain 
(1.30) c4(S
J - SJ-\ S1) + a(ZJ, ZJ - ZJ~X) -
- (RJ, div AZJ) = (Fj - Fj_t) (S
J). 
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Summing (1.29) and (1.30) up and using (1.17), (1.18) we easily find 
c1(\\RJ\\l-\\RJ-%) + c4(\\S%-\\sJ-%) + 
+ C*Ar1\\A0J\\l + KX\ZJ\\\ - K2\\Z
j-%1 + J-JzlZ'flJ ^ 
S 2[(ZJ, AV) + (Fj - Fj_ .) (SJ) + (Gj - G,_.) (R^)] , 
where X, > 0, K2 > 0. As 2|(Z-t, _JZ')| ^ ||Z
J||£ _U + |[_Tyj|g __l* we obtain after 
summing from j = 1 to j = fe (A: ^ n): 
(1.31) c4lS»|2 + cIRIIo + Kt\\Z% +Kt£ \\AZ% + 
+ C*At-> i\\A0J\\\^ c4\\S% + Cl\\R°ll + 
1 = 1 
+ j-3|»0||j + _itf;(izls+'||-?1S) + 
; = i 
+ 2 X (F, - F,_ 0 (SO + 2 £ (G, - G,_ 0 ( # ) , 
1 = i I = i 
Using the assumptions (1.21)-(1.24) we can estimate the last two terms on the right-
hand side of (1.31): 
k k 
I (p(tj) - P(tj-i), S% = I (Ap(tj)lAt, AZ% = 
i=\ j=\ 
= (Ap(tk)\At, Z% - X (A
2p(tj)\At, ZJ-% - (Ap(tt)lAt, Z°) ^ 
^ ^311^)11^(^)12 + (X-./2) ||Z*j|? + C||p(^)||[L2(r2u)]2 Kill + 
+ CAt^W^-% + Ar^ll^Pi^lMlkir^ 
7 = 2 / = 2 
where t,_! <; t* ^ t, andK3 > 0 depends on Kx and on the constant appearing in the 
trace theorem. The last term on the right-hand side is bounded by ^!|P||L2(/;[L2(r2u)]2) 
because 
*M = P P(t) (<_ - t) dt - 2 ['">) (f,._. - 0 d*. 
J 0-2 J 0-2 
Further, we have 
2£(f(0)-f(0-i)>SO = 2 l {-Iff' ||/l|0d(l
1/2||5J||o^ 
1=1 1=1 I JO-i J 




1 = 1 
2Z (^ - -ViH-*) _ C + C_ttX(||Z'|? + lišilo)" 
7=1 / = 1 
Similarly we obtain 
2l(Gj - Gj-t)(RJ) SC + Ati \\R% + K4At-i£ \\A0% 
1 = 1 .7=1 .7 = 1 
where 0 < K4 < C*. Thus using Gronwall's lemma we obtain from (1.31) all 
assertions of Lemma 2. Lemma 2 is proved. 
Let us define Rotrie's functions 
U„(t) = U-1 + (AU'JAt) (t - *,_.) , t ^ . S t S U (i = 1,..., n) 
Zn(t) = Z*-
1 + 0dZ'7.d.) (t - ( f_.), ( H | ( ^ *• (/ = 1,..., „) 
©„(() = 0 ' - 1 + (.d<9'/.d0(t - t.-i) , t,-i ^ t ^ t; 0 = 1,.... n) 
and corresponding step-functions 
U„(t) = U<\ *,_! < * ^ f 4 ( i = l , . . . , n ) , U„(0) = uo, 
Zn(t) = Z ' , f£_i < t S tt (i = 1, ..., n ) , 
0 . (0 = Ol, t i . 1 < t = tt (i = 1 , . . . , n) , 0n(O) = S0 
and let us prove the following lemma: 
Lemma 3. There exist functions u(t), S(t) with the properties u e AC(I; V2), 
u e AC(I; H2) n L^YI; V2), u e Ljl\ H2), u(0) = w0, w(0) = v0, $ e AC(I; W), 
$ e L2(I; W), $(0) = S0 and such that 
Um -> u in C(I; H
2) , Um - u in L2(I; V
2), 
Zm - u in C(I; H
2) , Zm - u in L2(I; V
2), 
Zw - u in L2(I; H
2), 6>w -> 9 in C(I; H), 
0W - 5 in L2(I; W), 6>m - S in L2(I; W), 
where {Uw}, {Zw} and {Ow} are subsequences of {Un}, {Zn} and {O„}, respectively. 
Proof. The estimates introduced in Lemma 2 imply 
(1.32) ||Zn(t)||i <i C V t e I , ||ZB(010 ^ C V t e I \ E , 
(1.33) |K(OI|i = C VfGI, | | e n | | L 2 ( / ; ^ g C , 
^||Zn(0 - Z.(0||? d* ^ , f||6)M(l) - SB(0||? d* g -£ 
o n J 0 n
2 
where mes E = 0. Only (l.33)± needs an explanation. The relation 
0„(t) = 0° + fo„(r)dt 
(1.34) C 
л 
together with the last estimate of Lemma 2 implies that 
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1/2 
|0„(;) l 1 ^| |0
o | | 1 + |tjJ|©„(T)||?dr| < 
^\\&%+{ti\\AQn\Ati\Atyi^C. 
1 = 1 
The assertions of Lemma 3 are consequences of (1.32) —(1.34) and can be proved 
by standard devices used, e.g., in [6], [7], [8], [16]. Thus some parts of the proof 
are only sketched. 
A) The relation 
(1.35) Un(t) = u0+ \Zn(T) dr 
J° 
implies ||U„(0||i = | |"o| | i + ' 1 / 2 | | Z J L 2 ( / ; F 2 ) . This result together with (1.32)! and 
(1.34)! give 
(1.36) ||U„(t)||! ^ C , | |Un(t)||! = C V t e I . 
Further, we have 
\\U„(t") - U„(t')|o ^ Z„(t) át < C\t" - t'V
n Vř', ťєl 
Thus, owing to the compactness of the imbedding VQ H, we can use the generalized 
Arzela-Ascoli theorem [9, p. 42] and find that Um -> u in C(I; H
2). This result, rela­
tion (1.36)! and the compactness theorem imply 
(1.37) Um(t)--u(t) in V
2 Уtєl 
As || • | | x is weakly lower semicontinuous relations (1.36)! and (1.37) imply ||w(*)||i = 
^ lim inf | |Um(0||i = CVtel. Thus u e LJ(I; V
2). 
m —> oo 
B) Similarly as in the part A) estimates (1,32) and the generalized Arzela-Ascoli 
theorem give Zm -> z in C(I; H
2). This result, relation (1.32)! and the compactness 
theorem imply both Zm(t) -- z(t) in V
2 V t e I and Zm-± z in L2(I; V
2). Then also, 
according to (1.34) l5 Zm --> z in L2(I; V
2). It remains to prove that z = u: We obtain 
from (1.35) 
(Um(t), v) = (u0, v) + \\zjx)9 v) dt Vv e V
2 . 
Jo 
Passing to the limit for m -> oo and using the preceding results we find (due to the 
density of Vin H) 
u(t) = u0 + z(т) áт . 
Jo 
Thus u e AC(l; V2) and u(0) = u0. Further u(t) = z(t) almost everywhere in I. 
The result u e Ljj\ V2) can be proved by the argument introduced at the end of 
part A). 
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C) Estimate (l.32)2 and the compactness theorem imply that there exists w e 
e L2(I; H
2) such that Zm - w in L2(I; H
2). We have 
(zm(t) - v0 - £ Z M ( T ) dr, v\ = 0 Vv e V
2 . 
Passing to the limit for m -^ oo we obtain 
u(t) = v0 + W(T) dr Vt e I . 
Thus u(0) = v0, u e AC(I; H
2) and u(t) = w(l) a.e. in I. 
Let v e L2(I; H
2). Then, according to (1.32)2, we have 
'ŕ. * 
(й(í), t>(ŕ)) dí 
г 
< lim sup 
m-» oo J 0 
lim ľ(Żm(í),<t)) 
m -* oo J 0 
dř < 
Z m | | 0 H o d í S C\\v\\Lí(I;H2y 
As L2(I; H
2) is dense in Li(I; H2) we see that u e Loo(I; H2)-
D) Relation (1.36)! and the compactness theorem imply that Um --> w in L2(I; V
2). 
On the other hand Um -> u in C(I; H
2); thus w = u and 
(1.38) Um-u in L2(/;V
2). 
Further, we have [|/1U*||2 = <-1*2||Z*||2 ^ CAt2; hence 
(1.39) V, ľ\\L2(I;V2) й X |ИU''|?Лŕ ѓ Cjn
2 . 
Relations (1.38) and (1.39) imply Um --> u in L2(J; V
2). 
E) The remaining assertions of Lemma 3, which concern the function & and its 
derivative 5, can be proved in the same way. 
Theorem 1. Let the assumptions of Lemma 2 be satisfied. Then problem PC - 1 
has a unique solution u, $ and we have 
Un -> u in C(I; H
2), Zn -> u in C(l; H
2), On -> S in C(I; H), 
where {U„}, {Z„} and {(9,,} Ore arbitrary sequences of Rothe's functions. 
Proof. A) Let us write relations (1.25), (1.26) in the form 
(1.40) ci(0m(t), w) + D(0m(t), w) + c2(div Zm(t), w) + 
+ p(0m(t)9 w\ = Gm(w) Vw e W a.e. in I , 
(1.41) c4(Zm(t), v) + a(Um(t), v) - c3(®«(0> div v) = Fm(v) 
Vv G V2 a.e. in I , 
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where Fm(v) = Ft(v) for t^x < t = tt (i = 1, ..., m); the functional Gm(w) is defined 
analogously. 
It is not difficult to find that 
(1.42) lim f Fm(v) dt = f [(f(t), v) + (p(t), v)u] d t , 
m~» oo J t' J t' 
(1.43) lim P G,„(w) dt = I ' [(Q(t), w) + p(g(t), w)9] dt, 
m~* aoj t' J t' 
where t' < t" are arbitrary numbers in I. Integrating (1.40) and (1.41) in \t!, t"\ a I 
and passing to the limit for m -> oo we obtain by means of Lemma 3 and relations 
(1.42), (1.43): 
(1.44) j {ci(d(t), w) + D(S(t), w) + c2(div u(t), w) + 
+ (p(t), w), - (Q(t), w) - p(g(t), w),} dt = 0 Vw e W, 
(1.45) {cju(t), v) + a(u(t), v) - c3($(t), div v) -
- (f(t), v) - (p(t), v)u} dt = 0 V v e V
2 . 
As t' < t" are arbitrary we see that u(t), &(t) satisfy (1.19) and (1.20), i.e. property c) 
of Definition 1 is proved. 
B) Functions u(t), S(t) and their derivatives satisfy properties a), b) of Definition 1, 
as follows from Lemma 3. 
C) Now we prove the uniqueness of the solution of problem P C - 1 . Let u0 = 
= Vo = f(t) = p(t) = 0, ,90 = Q(t) = g(t) = 0. Let us choose w(t) e L2(l; W) and 
v(t)eL2(I; V
2) arbitrarily. As the set of all step-functions belonging to L2(I; W) 
is dense in L/I; W) we can find a sequence {w„(0} <= L2(l; W) of step-functions 
such that 
w„ ~> w in L2(I; W). 
Í: 
On the other hand, using (1.44) we can write 
{Cl(%), W„(T)) + D(9(x), W„(T)) + 
+ c2(div u(r), W„(T)) + p(9(x), W„(T))9} dT = 0 . 
Passing to the limit for n -» oo we obtain 
(1.46) J (c^Str), W(T)) + D(»(T), W(T)) + c2(div M(T), W(T)) + 
+ £(9(T) , W(T))9} dr = 0 Vw e L2(I; W). 
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Similarly we find 
(1.47) | (C4(«(T), P(T)) + a(u(r), v(x)) - c 3 (%) , div v(r))} dx = 0 
WveL2(I;V
2). 
Multiplying (1.46) by c3 and (1.47) by c2, setting W(T) = 5(T) and D(T) = «(T) we 
obtain after summing up 
ic2c41ti(0||o + o2a{u(t), «(.))/2 + ic^| |9(*) | |o + 
+ c. {D(ð(т), ð(т)) + jß(í>(т), ð(т)),} dт = 0 
Adding to the both sides the expression j|u(0||o w e f1nd by virtue of (1.17) and (1.18): 
IKOIIO + II«(OI? + wmu = envois • 
We have 
1.1(01? = ||«(0llž-IKo)|S = f7-I«(t)||SdT = 
= 2 (и(т), ö(т)) dт й ||м(т)||ž +| | tł(т) | |g)dт. 
The last two inequalities and the Gronwall's lemma imply 
|K0l|o = O, ||S(0||o = O V te I , 
thus u = 0, 9 = 0 a.e. in I. 
D) The assertion concerning sequences of Rothe's functions, i.e. that {Um} = 
= {U„}, {®m} = {0„}5 follows from the uniqueness of the solution. Theorem 1 
is proved. 
Now we prove stronger convergence results without additional regularity as­
sumptions and without changing the assumptions of Theorem 1. 
Theorem 2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 1 be satisfied. Then 
\\U„ - ulC ( J ; K l ) S KAt
1'2, \\Zn - u| |C ( I ; H 2 ) ^ KAt
1'2 , 
\0„ - 9\L<I:W^ KAt*'
2 , \®n - Hca-.m =
 K A t m 
where K is a constant independent of n and At. 
Proof. Let us subtract (1.40) and (1.41) with m = 5 from (1.40) and (1.41) with 
m = r, respectively. Let us set v = Zr(t) — Zs(t), w = Or(t) — @s(t), let us sum up 
the resulting relations and let us integrate over [0, t] c I. As c2 = c 3 = 1, according 
to Remark 1, we obtain 
I {cJŽr - Žs, Zr - Z,) + a(Ur - U„ Ůr - Ůs) + 
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+ C l ( o r - 0S, ©r - 6>.) + D(0T - 0S, 0T - 0S) + 
+ p(0r - 0S, 0T - o.)9} dT = 
= [{(Fr - Fs) (Zr - Z.) + (Gr - Gs) ( 0 r - ©,)} dr . 
Adding to the both sides the expression 
(1.48) P {c4(Zr - Z„ Zr-Zr- (Zs - Z.)) + a(Ur - Ur - (U, - V.), Ur - U.) + 
+ Cl(0r - 0S, 0 r - 0 r - (0S - 0S))} dr 
we find 
(1.49) \\ZT(t) - Zs(i)f0 + \\Ur(t) - Us(i)\\ + \\0r(t) - 0s(i)\\l + 
+ P||0r(T) - 0s(x)\\ dr = K | i + i j + C||Ur(0 - Us(t)\\l + 
+ C (Fr - Ғ.) (Z, - Z.) dт + c ( G r - G s ) ( Ø r - s)dт 
where C is a positive constant independent of r, s. We have obtained the left-hand 
side of (1.49) by integrating and using relations (\.ll)v (1.18). (in the case mes FlM = 0 
we added to the both sides the term \\Ur(t) - Us(0||o before using (1.17).) The first 
term on the right-hand side of (1.49) was found by estimating (1.48) by means of 
(1.32)-(1.34), (1.39) and the fact that {Un} = {Zn} is a bounded sequence. 
The second term on the right-hand side of (1.49) can be estimated as follows: 
||Ur(r) - U.(r)||0 = i ( V W - ^ t ) , Zr(T) - Z,(T)) dr ^ 
= IfiPM - uk)\l + Hz^) - z^)llo) ̂  = 
^ C I1- + *\ + f{|Ur(T) - US(T)||? + ||Zr(T) - ZS(T)||0} dT , 
according to the Cauchy inequality and estimate (1.34).. 
Now we estimate the remaining two terms on the right-hand side of (1.49). Let 
us write fr(t) = f(tt) and pr(t) = p(t^), tt_x < t = tt (i = 1,..., r). Denoting A = 
= L2(I; H
2), B = L2(I; \L2(r2u)f) we have 
j V - F.) (Z, - Z.) dT ̂  Jj(/r(T) - fix), Zr - Z,)| dr + 
+ P|(pr(T) - ps(x), Zr - Z.)„| dT = ||/r - fs\\A ||Zr - ZS\\A + 
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because 
+ c\\pr - Ps\\B | |z, - zs\\L2(I.v2) _; c { | | L -f\\A + 
+ | | / - L\\A + \\Pr - P\\s + \\p - PS\\B\ á K ( i + -) 
i/r-/!_-_: f" !|/(tř)-/(t)||0dt = 
» flf 
i = l J ti-
/(s) ds 
2 « rti f rti 
d t á l 




І = l J ti-
"dsjj|/(s)||0 
2 d s U i _; Ať\\f\\2A 
pr - pB ^ Ať\\p\\B . 
and similarly 
In the same way we obtain 
\Gr-Gs)(Or- Os)dT 
J S, 
Thus relation (1.49) and Gronwall's lemma imply the first three assertions of Theorem 
2. Moreover, we see that \Br - <9S | |M ^ K(l/r + 1/s), where M = L2(I; W). 
This relation and (l.34)2 imply 
| | e , - ©,||M _g ||©, - s r | | M + | | s r - s s | | M + 
+ | | © s - 6 ) s | | M ^ K ( l / r + l/5)
1/2. 
Theorem 2 is proved. 
A priori estimates of Lemma 2 enable us to prove stronger regularity properties 
of u(t), S(t) in space variables. 
Theorem 3. Let the assumptions of Theorem 1 be satisfied. Then u e L^(I; V2 n 
n [Wll0C(Q)f) and 3 e £,«,(/; Wn W2
2
loc(<2)). 
Proof. If w e C™(Q), v G [C^°(_7)]2 then relations (1.40) and (1.41) can be written 




D(0„(t),w) = (A„(t),w) Vře/ VweC0»(O), 
«(řJ„(ř),i>) =(B„(0,») Vře/ Vt> e [ C ^ í í ) ] 2 
^,(t) = Q„(t) - CjRJÍt) - c2 div Ž„(í), 
R„(ř) = R;, *._. < r _ ř; (i = 1,...,«), 
B,(t) = /„(t) - c 3 grád 0„(t) - c 4 Ž„(ř). 
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We have, according to (1.21), (1.23), Lemma 2 and (1.33)l5 
(1-52) \\An{t)\\0 ^ C, | |BB( t) | |o^C Vfe / 
and, according to (l.33)x and (l.36)2, 
(1.53) I ^ O l i S C , \\UJt)l^C We/. 
Further, using the methods of the proof of Lemma 3 we can find 
(1.54) UH(t)-+u(t) in [W\(Q*)Y V t e I , 
(1.55) BH(t)-+9(t) in W\(Q*) V t e I 
where Q* is an arbitrary subdomain of Q. 
According to (1.50) and (1.51), Bn(t) and U„(t) (t is fixed) are weak solutions of 
certain linear boundary value elliptic problems (in the interior of Q). The regularity 
results (see [11, Chapter 4, § 1]) imply Bn(t) e W
2
2Aoc(Q\ Un(t) e [W%tloe(Q)Y
 a n d t h e 
estimates 
(1.56) \\@Jj)h,a- ^ C{Q'){\\0n{t)\\1 + \\A„{t)\\0) ^ C{Q') , 
(1.57) ||E7„(0|k«. S C{Q') (\\U„(t)l + \\B„{t)\\0) <; C{Q') 
where Q' is an arbitrary subdomain of Q such that Q' c Q and C(Q') is a constant 
depending on Q'. The symbol || • §2,n
f denotes the norm in the space W\(Qf). 
Relations (1.54) -(1.57) imply 
Un(t)-*u(t) in [W
2
2(Q')f V t e I , 
Bn(t)-$(t) in W
2
2(Q') "it el. 
Thus passing to the limit for n -> oo in (1.56) and (1.57) we obtain 
\\9(t)l2,0. S C(Q'), \\u(t)\\2tQ, S C(Q') Vl e I . 
This result together with Lemma 3 proves Theorem 3. 
2. CONVERGENCE OF FINITE ELEMENT ROTHE'S FUNCTIONS 
In this section we consider in addition discretization in space by the finite element 
method. We restrict ourselves to triangulations which cover the domain Q exactly. 
This means that in the case of a curved boundary F triangles along the boundary 
have one curved side which is part of F. These triangles are called ideal curved 
triangles. 
With every triangulation 5" we associate three parameters 
h — max hK , h — min hK , a> = min coK 
Kef Ke$- Ke.T 
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where hK is the length of the greatest side and a>K the magnitude of the smallest 
angle of the triangle having the same vertices as K. We choose a sequence {<&"„}?=! 
of triangulations which satisfy the following conditions: 
lim hn = 0 , hn\hn = c0 > 0 , con = O>0 > 0 Vw 
« - * 00 
where c0 and o)0 are constants independent of n. 
On every triagulation 3Tn we choose a finite dimensional space Xn with the fol-
lowing properties: 
a) Xn cz C°(Q); 
b) every function v e Xn is uniquely determined by its values v(Pk), Pk being the 
nodal points of £Tn (i.e. the vertices of K e &~n); 
c) the restriction of v e Xn to a triangle X e « f „ with straight sides is a linear 
function. 
Let us note that the definition of the restriction of v e Xn to an ideal curved tri-
angle K is given in [12]. 
For every n we define two subspaces of Xn: 
Vn = Xn n V = {v eXn: v = 0 on FlM} , 
Wn = XnnW= {weXn: w = 0 on Fld} . 
Our starting point is the following completely discrete problem: 
Problem PD - 2: Let U°,U"leV2 and 0° e Wn be given and let At = Tjr, 
where r is an integer. Find Ui e V2 and 0l e Wn (i = 1, ..., r) such that 
(2.1) cxAr
l(A0\ w) + D(0\ w) + c2At
-1(div AU1', w) + /3(0\ w\ = 
= (Q(tl),w) + p(g(ti),w)« VweWn, 
(2.2) c4At~
2(A2U\ v) + a(U\ v) - c3(0\ div v) = 
= (f(tl),v) + (p(tl)iv)u MveV
2
n. 
Lemma 4. There exists a unique solution U\ 0l (i = 1 , . . . , r) of problem PD - 2. 
Proof. As (2.1), (2.2) represent a system of linear algebraic equations for the 
values 0i(Pk), U*(Pk) it is sufficient to prove the uniqueness. Let U° = U
_1 = 0, 
0° = 0 and Q(tt) = g(tt) = 0, f(tt) = p(tt) = 0 (i = 1 , . . . , r). In the case i = 1 
we set w = (9* in (2.1) and v = Ul in (2.2), multiply (2.1) by At and sum the obtained 
equations up (we again assume c2 = c3 = 1). We get 
c.10% + At{D(0\ 0l) + $(0\ 0%} + c4Ar
2\\U% + a(U\ Ul) = 0 . 
Thus Ul = 0, 0{ = 0 (i = 1), according to (1.17) and (1.18). In the case i > 1 
let us assume that we have proved UJ = 0, 0J = 0, where j < i. Repeating the 
preceding consideration we obtain that Ul = 0, 0l = 0. Lemma 4 is proved. 
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In this section we shall assume 
(2.3) 90 e Wn W
2
2(Q), u0 e V
1 n [Pff(O)]2 , v0eV
2n \W22(Q)Y , 




= p g(0), au(u0, 90) v, 
T2© 
Assumptions (2.3) enable us to define 0°, U°, U"1 in the simplest and most natural 
way, assumptions (2.3) and (2.4) enable us to give a discrete analogy of (1.27), 
(1.18) and to define A0°jAt and A2U°JAt2 which are bounded in the L2-norm by 
a constant independent of Wn and Vn, respectively. 
Let us set 
(2.5) 0° = IA , U° = Inu0 , U"
1 = U° - Atlnv0 
where Inw e Wn and Inv e V
2 are ^-interpolate and V2-interpolate of a function 
w e Wand of a vector v e V2, respectively. This means that 
(Inw) (Pk) = w(Pk) , (I„v) (Pk) = v(Pk) 
for all nodal points Pk in ?Tn. Using standard interpolation theorems (see, e.g., [12], 
[13]) we can see that 
(2.6) | |a 0 - / A l l = Chnp0\2 , | | I I 0 - lnu0\x = Chn\\u0\\2 , 
ho - InVo\\i = Chn\\v0\\2, 
where C is a constant independent of n, u0, v0 and # 0 . 
We define A0°JAt e W„ and A2U°jAt2 e V2 by the relations 
(2.7) Cl(A0°lAt9 w) + D(InS0, w) + c2(divInv0, w) + p(In90, w\ = 
= (Q(0),w) + p(g(0),w\ MweWn, 
(2.8) c4(A
2U°JAt2, v) + a(lnu0, v) - c3(lnS0, div v) = 
= (f(0),v) + (p(0),v)u V v e V
2 . 
As AU°jAt = Inv0 relations (2.7), (2.8) are relations (21), (2.2) written for i = 0. 
Lemma 5. The solutions of both relations (2.7) and (2.8) exist and are unique 
and satisfy 
(2.9) \\A0°jAt\\o ^ C, | / 1
2 U 7 ^ 2 | | 0 ^ C 
where C is a constant independent of n. 
Proof. A) Existence and uniqueness: Similarly as in the proof of Lemma 4 it is 
sufficient to prove the uniqueness. Let the data In#0, Inu0, Inv0, Q(0), g(0), f(0), p(0) 
be equal to zero. Then relations (2.7) and (2.8) reduce to 
(A0°JAt,w) = O VweWn, (A
2U° j At2, v) = 0 VveV2, 
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Setting w = AO°/At, v = A2U°jAt2 we see that AO°/At = 0, A2U°\At2 = 0. 
B) Estimates (2.9): According to (2.7), we have 
(2.10) Cl\(AG°lAt, w)\ g \D(S0 - IA, w)| + jB|(S0 - IA, w)a| + 
+ |]8(g(0) - 30, w), - Z>(30, w)| + |(Q(0), w)| + 
+ c2|(div (v0 - I„v0), w)\ + c2|(div v0, w)\. 
The inequality (a consequence of [13, (106) and (153)]) 
(2.11) hjwll! ^C||w||0 VweXw, 
where the constant C does not depend on w and n, estimates (2.6) and the trace 
theorem imply 
|_>(.0 - J A , w)| __ fl90 - / A f l i Iwllt __ C||6>0||2 [Jw||0 , 
|(90 - / A , w)9\ __ Cp0 - / A i d flvvfl! __ C||S0||2 flwflo • 
Using Green's theorem and assumption (2.4)x we find 
|jS(g(0) - 909 w), - D(909 w)\ = |(V
2S0, w)| ^ ||S0||2 ||w||0 . 
The last three terms on the right-hand side of (2.10) are bounded by C(||Q(0)||o + 
+ Iv012) ||w||0. Inserting all these results into (2.10) and setting w = A0°jAt we 
obtain the first estimate (2.9). The second estimate (2.9) can be obtained similarly. 
Lemma 5 is proved. 
Let [Atn]^=1 be an arbitrary sequence with the properties 
lim Atn = 0 , rn = TJAtn = integer . 
n -» co 
Let us set r = r„, _f = At„ in problem PD - 2 and let 0', U' (i = 1,..., r„) be the 
corresponding solution of PD - 2. We define the finite element Rothe's functions 
e„(t) = e'-1 + (-6>7_t„)(t - f._.) , t.-i __ t __ f., 
U„(f) = U''-1 + (_UV_f„) (f - *,__), *,__ __ f __ f., 
z„(o = z'-1 + (_z'/_g (f - *._,), ..__ _ < _ ( „ 
where i = 1,..., r„ and ZJ = AUJ\At„, and the corresponding step—functions 
0„(r) = 0 \ /,_, < t __ ., (i = 1,..., r„) , 0„(O) = 0° , 
U„(f) = U<, f._. < * __ t. (f = l,.. . , r„) , U„(0) = U° , 
Z„(f) = Z f , *,_. <<__?, ( i - l, . . . ,r„). 
Similarly as in [16] the functions 0„(t), U„(t), Z„(i) are called the finite elemen1 
Rothe's functions in order to stress the discretization in space. 
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Owing to Lemma 5 we can prove the following lemma (the proof follows the same 
lines as those of Lemmas 1 and 3 and thus it is omitted): 
Lemma 6. Let the initial data $0, u0, v0 satisfy (2.3), (2.4) and let the functions 
Q, g and the vectors f, p satisfy conditions (1.21) —(1.24). Then there exist a vector 
u(t) and a function &(t) with the properties 
u e AC(I; V2), ue AC(I; H2) n Ljl; V2), u e LJI; H2) , 
9 e AC(I; W), 3e L2(I; W), 
u(0) = u0 , u(Q) = v0 , 9(0) = 90 
and such that 
Um -+u in C(I; H
2), Um - u in L2(I; V
2), 
Zm -+u in C(I; H
2), Zm - u in L2(I: V
2), 
Zw - u in L2(I; H
2), 0m -* 9 in C(I; H), 
0m-*$ in L2(I; W), 0m - 5 in L2(l; W), 
where {m} is a subsequence of {n} and {Un}, {Zn} and {0n} are arbitrary sequences 
of finite element Rothe's functions. 
Theorem 4. Let the assumptions of Lemma 6 be satisfied. Then we have 
Un->u in C(I; H
2), Zn -> u in C(I; H
2), On - 3 in C(I; H) , 
where {Un}, {Zn} and {0n} are arbitrary sequences of finite element Rothe's func-
tions and u, & is the solution of problem PC -1. 
Proof. It suffices to prove that the limit functions from Lemma 6 and their 
derivatives satisfy equations (1.19), (1.20). 
Let us choose weW, v e V2 arbitrarily and let {wn}, wne Wn and {vn}, vne V
2
n 
be such sequences that 
(2.12) lim ||w„ - w\l = 0 , lim \\v„ - t>||. = 0 . 
n -* o o n -*• <x> 
The existence of such sequences follows from the interpolation properties of functions 
belonging to Xn and can be proved by using the same considerations as in [17] or 
[4, pp. 134-135]. According to (2.1), (2.2), we can write 
ci(0m(i), vvw) + D(0m(i), wm) + c2(div Zm(t), wm) + 
+ p(0m(t), wm\ = (Qm(t), wm) + p(gm(t), wm\ , 
c4(Zm(t), vm) + a(Um(t), vm) - c3(0m(t), div vm) = 
= (fm(t), vm) + (pm(t), vm\ a.e. in I, 
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where Qm(t) = Q(tt), ti_1 < t ^ tt (i = 1,..., rm) and gm(t), fm(t) and pm(t) are 
defined in the same way. 
Integrating the last two relations over [tr, t"~\ c I, where tr < t" are arbitrary 
numbers, and passing to the limit for n -> oo we obtain (due to Lemma 6 and (2.12)) 
equations (1.19) and (1.20). Theorem 4 is proved. 
3. WEAKER VARIATIONAL FORMULATION 
Assumptions (1.27), (1.28) or (2.3), (2.4) are not very often satisfied in applications. 
In this section we consider a more realistic situation: 
(3.1) 3 0 eH ,
 w oeV 2 , V0EH2. 
Thus the second requirement in (3.1) is the only restrictive assumption. As the initial 
data are not so smooth as in the two preceding sections we obtain a less regular 
solution. Here our weak solution will be in the sense of the following definition: 
Definition 2. A pair u(t), S(t) is a weak (variational) solution of problem (1.1) to 
(1.14) iff 
a) u e AC(I; H2) n Lx(l; V
2), u e L2(I; H
2), u(0) = u0, 3 e L2(7; W); 
b) the following relations are satisfied: 
(3.2) \D(S(t), w(t)) dt - cx F(9(t), w(t)) dt - c.(S0, w(0)) -
Jo Jo" 
•r 
- c2 (div u(t), w(t)) dt - c2(div u0, w(0)) + 
Jo 
+ P f(S(f), w(r))9 dt = Jo(6(t), w(t)) dr + 
+ J3 f(a(f), w(t))* dr V w e ^ , 
(3.3) ra(«(t), <0) dr - c, jo(«.(0, *(t))
 d ' -
- c4(t>0, r(0)) - c3 f W ) .
 div »(')) d' = 
= fT[(/(0. «<0) + (p(')> e ( 0 ) J d ' v» 6 iF2 
# • . = { » e L2(/; FT): * e L2(l; H), v(T) = 0}, 
where 
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iF2 = {v G L2(I; V
2): v e L2(I; H
2), v(T) = 0} . 
The problem defined by a), b) will be briefly called problem PC - 2. 
We shall use the same finite element spaces Vn and Wn as in Section 2. We make 
only one restriction concerning the sequence {^~n} of triangulations: 
(3.4) K^hn+1 Vn. 
Requirement (3.4) is easy to satisfy. 
Lemma 7. There exist sequences {u0n}, {v0n}, {90n}, where u0neV
2, v0neVn, 
&0n e Wn, such that 
(3.5) lim ||M0B - M0||i = 0 , 
n—> oo 
(3.6) lim ||90n - a 0 | 0 = 0 , lim \\v0n - v0\0 = 0 . 
n —> oo n -*• oo 
Proof. The proof of (3.5) is the same as the proof of (2A2)2. We prove (3.6)!*. 
Let {sk} be an arbitrary sequence with the properties sk > 0, sk > sk+u lim sk = 0. 
As C0(Q) is dense in H = L2(Q) we can find a sequence {wEk} c C0(Q) such that 
II$o "~ w£k||o <
 £fc/2- In wiew of the well known interpolation properties of the finite 
element spaces Wn, we have 
!K-/„w£J0:gCn„
2||w£J2; 
where InwEke Wn is the interpolate of w£k in Wn. Thus, according to (3.4) and the 
property lim hn = 0, there exists nk such that 
IKk - - > e J o S efe/2 n = nk. 
Hence 
||*o - InWe.k\\o < h Vn^nk. 
Thus we can construct a sequence {90„} satisfying (3.6)! in the following way: We 
set S0„k = IntwEke Wnk and in the case nk < j < nk+1 we set ^ o i = IjWBke Wj. 
The construction of a sequence {v0„} satisfying (3.6)2 is similar. Lemma 7 is proved. 
As to the functions f(?), Q(t), g(t) and p(t) let us assume less than in Sections 1 
and 2: 
(3.7) feL2(l;H
2), QeL2(I;H), g e L2(I;L2(T2,)) , 
(3.8) peAC(l;[L2(r2u)f), pe L2(l;[L2(r2u)f). 
Let us set Atn = Tjrn, rn being an integer (rn+i > rn Vn) and let us define 
1 
(3-9) / ' = 
Atn 
fát, ß' = — 
Лt„ 
t = ±Г 
-Цj... 
Ö d í , g' = — gát 
where ^ = t" = /̂ dt„ and i = 1 , . . . , rn. Now we can formulate the following discrete 
problem: 
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Problem PD - 3: Let the functions / , Q, g and p satisfy assumptions (3.7) and 
(3.8), respectively. Let U° = u0n e V
2, U"1 = u0n - At„v0n e V
2 and 0° = 30„ e Wn, 
where w0n- ô« ^^^ &on
 were introduced in Lemma 1. Find U1 e V2, 0l e Wn (i = 
= 1, ..., rn) swc/z that 
(3.10) cxAt-\AO\ w) + D(<9', w) + c2_d_~
1(div AU*, w) + P(0\ w\ = 
= (fi1, w) + ^ % w), \fweWn, 
(3.11) c4A_n-
2(A2Ui, v) + a(U*, v) - c3(0 ' , div v) = (/ ' , v) + (p(tt), v)u Vv e V
2 . 
The proof of existence and uniqueness of the solution of problem PD - 3 is the 
same as the proof of Lemma 4. 
Using the solution <9f e Wn, U
l e V2 (i = 1, ..., rn) of PD - 3 we define the fol-
lowing finite element Rothe's function Un(t) and step-functions Un(t), 0n(t): 
ATI1 
(3.12) U„(r) = U'-1 + —-(* — -7-0. f^^t^tl (._-_,...,-.), 
At,, 
(3.13) U„(i) = U', t1_,<tSt1 (i=l,...,rn), 
(3.14) _.„(.) = ©••, r?_! < t ^ tl (i = 1, . . . , r„) . 
Lemma 8. Let the initial data S0, u0, v0 satisfy (3A) and let f, Q, g and p satisfy 
(3.7) and (3.8), respectively. Then there exist functions u(t), Q(t) with the properties 
u e AC(I; H2) n L^I; V2), u e L2(I; H
2), u(0) = u0, Se L2(I; W) and such that 
(3.15) Um -> u in C(I; H
2) , Um - u in L2(I; V
2), 
(3.16) Um - u in L2(I; H
2), 0m-*9 in L2(I; W) 
where {m} is a subsequence of {n} and {Un},{Un} and {0n} are sequences of functions 
(3.12) —(3.14). 
Proof. Let us assume c2 = c3 = 1 (see Remark 1). We multiply (3.10) by Atn, 
set w = 0l in (3.10) and v = AU'' in (3.11), add (3.10) and (3.11) up and sum the 
result from i = 1 to i = j , where j ^ rn. We obtain 
c _: (-I©*, 0') + _..„ i {_>(©', 0') + /?(©<, ©0.} + 
i = i i = i 
+ cAAt;
2 i (A2U\ AU1) + i a(U\ AU1) = At„ _] (Q\ 0*) + 
i = 1 i = 1 i = 1 
+ _..•„/, i (g\ 0% + i (f\ AU1) + i (p(t^, AU% . 
i = 1 i = 1 i = 1 
.7 
Adding to the both sides the expression £ (IF, z!Uf)> using the relation (Ab1, b1) = 
i = l 
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= (b\ b^jl - {b'"1, fc'"1)/2 + (Abt> Abi)l2 a n d inequalities (1.17), (1.18) we get 





І = I 
2 + к i 
í = i 
^t„ 
+ c2 W
J í + 
JU° 
Лŕ„ + U1П + + C2xiiMU
řiiuCnio°«o + 
+ Jř„ £ (Q\ 0 ;) + .dřjS É (g\ &% + ~ (f\ AU') + 
i = 1 i = 1 i = 1 
+ t(p{U),AUi)u + Í(UVAÚ
i). 
i = 1 i = 1 
As ||<9°||0 + ||<4U7-*'-l|S + ||l/°||? = ||9o„|o + lišilo + H"o-B? =
 C w e c a n find 
(3.18) R.Í/.S. ̂  C + C {íjlello dt + \TJ\g\\2A dí + [ V l o dí + 
+ max \\p(t)\\2B + [
T\\p\\2B dři + ÍCi^t„É \\&
l\\Í + 
tel J o J i = 1 
+ K2I-II1 + C/lř1,tf||l/'|? + 
ЛU' 
/lt„ 
where R.H.S. denotes the right-hand side of (3.17) and A — L2(F29), B = [-k2(P2w)]
2 
The proof of (3.18) follows from the estimates 
J 
I 
І = I 
J 
I 
І = I 
- ' . K Ô ^ ^ E -I, llßllodí [|в'|lo =ş 
ři 
ř i - i 
1/2 
ŚСГ lelodt + iCi^uoll?, 
І = l 
X (/', JU') s I ||j''||o t̂„ + I I-W/XIS ^t„, 
i = 1 i = 1 i = 1 
hlffo^núj-id" HjlIodA2^ 
i = i Arni = i \ j ř i - i / 
1 Гn 
= ^ ľ 
Лt„ í = i 
í*« 
dř * |/|Зdt-Г|/|2dr 
íi-i Jo 
1-1 
£ (P(ff), AU% = (X<-), Uo„ - (p(t\), U°) - I (Mťí+i), t!% = 
i = 1 i = 1 
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Proof. A) First we prove that the limit functions u, 9 from Lemma 8 and their 
derivatives satisfy relations (3.2), (3.3). Let w* e Sf x, v*eSf2, the sets Sfx>Sf2 
being defined in Lemma 9, and let us set 




vl = — v*(s) 
Ĵ.,.. 
d s . 
In (3.21) and in the sequel we omit the superscript n at the symbol t". Let Inw
l e Wn 
and lnv
l e Vn be the interpolates of w* and v\ respectively. Let us set w = Inw'
1 in 
(3.10) and v = lnv
{ in (3.11) and let us sum from i = 1 to i = rn. After summing by 
parts and multiplying by Atn we obtain (in (3.22), (3.23) and in what follows we write r 
instead of rn)\ 
(3.22) £ D(0', I„wl) At„ + Cl(0r, iy) - Cl(90n, I„wl) -
i = l 
- . _ • . £ (©', A(iy+l)jAt,) At, + c2(div U-, iy) -
i = l 
- c2(div u0n, Inw
l) - c2"£ (div U', A(lnw
i+ l)\At„) At, + 
. - 1 
+ p £ (0 ( , /„w% Jf„ = £ {(Q\ iy) + p(g\ Inw%} At,, 
i = 1 I = 1 
(3.23) £ a(U', iy) At„ + c4(AU', Inv
r\At,) - c4(v0„ I,v') -
i = l 
- c 4 ' £ (4U'7_1f„, A(Inv
i+l)jAtn) At„ -
i = l 
- c3 £ (_>', div /_»*) _1f„ = £ ( / ' , I,v
l) At, + £ (p{t% I„v% At,. 
i = 1 i = l i = l 
Let us define the following step-functions: 
w„(f) = w ; , fe(f i_1, f j (i = 1, . . . , r ) ; 
v„(t) = vl, fe(f,_1, ff] (i = 1 , . . . , r ) ; 
.J„(f) = _V+ 1 /_-f„, f e ( f ; _ 1 , f ; ] ( i = 1, . . . , r - 1) , qn(t) = 0, fe(f r_,, T] ; 
z„(f) = Avi+1lAt„, fe(f ;_!, f j (i = 1, . . . , r - 1 ) , z„(f) = 0 , f _ ( f , _ 1 ( T ] . . 
As w* e 5^! and t>* e y 2 it is not difficult to see that 
(3.24) w, - w* in L2(/; I f ) , t3„ -> i>* in L2(/; V
2), 
(3.25) q„ - w* in L2(I; W) , z, -> »* in L2(/; V
2) . 
As an example let us prove (3.25)x. We have 
q,(t)- w * ( ř ) | 2 d ř = | |w*(ŕ)| |2df + 
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+ ' _ Г Лtñ2 Г {w*(« + Atn) - w*(s)} ds - w*(t) dř. 
The first term tends to zero if Atn -> 0. The second term can be written in the form, 
according to Taylor's theorem, 
r - l Гti 11 Гti 
_ Uг1 
» = 1 J ŕ f - i II J ř г -
(w*(š) - w*(t)) ds dř 
where s depends on s e [*f_1? *f] and belongs to [*f_i, f i + 1 ] . As I is a closed interval 
we have 
| |tf*(8)- w*(0||i _ S ^ ? se[t,_i, t,+ i ] , te[ l ,_i, fj (i = 1, . . . , r - 1) 
where rjn -> 0 if Al„ -> 0. Thus the second term is bounded by Y\\T. This proves 
(3.25),. 
Using the step-functions wn(t), vn(t), q„(t), zn(t) let us write relations (3.22) and 
(3.23) in the following form: 
(3.26) f ^ - v O ' ^ ^ dt + C^0r' ^ ~ C l ^ 0 ' " w l ) ~ 
- cAT(0n(t), qn(t)) dt + c2(div V, w
r) -
rr 
- c2(div u0n9 w
1) - c2 (div Un(t)9 qn(t)) dt + 
+ p \\&n(t)9 wn(t)), dt + { £ D(Q\ i y - w
l) Atn + ci(O", IX - w") -
J o i = 1 
- cpQn,iy - w
1) - C i
r X(0 ' , /„ (Jw i + 1 /_g - Awi+1JAt„)At„ + 
1 = 1 
+ c2(div U'\ Inw
r - wr) - c2(div u0n9 Inw










(ð-(0> vv„(ř)) dř + >9 ( „(ŕ), w„(ř))9 dř o Jo 
+ { £ (ß', IУ - wř) Atn + /? £ (ø
ř, I,У - А t̂я} , 
ř = l i = l 
/*Г 
fl(^и(0» *U0)
á t + c4(AU
г, _>7-̂ 0 - Фon, v1) -
T ГT _ 




+ { Í a^jy - vl)át + c4(AV,In(v
rlAtn) - ďJAQ -
; = i 
- c^AU^At^UAv^1!^) - Avi+1lAtn)Atn -
í = l 
- cjyv0n, iy - v
1) - c 3 t (0\ div (Inv
l - v1)) At„} = 
_ = 1 
= JAUt), U*)) dt + Í W ) . UÚX dt + 
+ í {(/', iy - v') + (P(tt), iy - v%} At„, 
І = í 
where 
Q„(t)=Q', fe (*,__,*,], gn(t) = g', te (.,_., <J, 
jn(t)=f, . € ( . ; _ , , . ; ] , pj(t) = p{t,) , te(t,-itt,] (i = l, . . . , r ) . 
Assumptions (3.7) and (3.8) imply 
(3.28) Q„ -> Q in L2(7; fl) , #„ -> 0 in L2(7; L2(T2S)), 
(3.29) / , -> / in L2(/; H
2) , p, - p in L2(/; [L2jr2u)]
2) . 
We prove, for example, (3.29)x: As C(I; H
2) is dense in L2(I; H
2) we can find a se-
quence {f{k)} c C(I; H2) such that ||f(fc) - f\\A -> 0, where we denote A = L2(I; H
2). 
For evejpy k let us define the step-functions 
jr(t) = A. 
We have 
j(fc)(s)ds, te(t^ut^, i = 1, . . . , r . 
I/. - jn, * u, - m A +1/?' - j
wi, + i /w - f\u • 
It is easy to see that 
||L - fnk)\U S | |/ - j W | | , • lljT - j^lU = 1nk)T112 
where for every k, rjn
k) -> 0 if A tn -> 0. The first inequality follows immediately from 
the definition of the functions f„(t), f(fc)(*). The proof of the second inequality is the 
same as that of (3.24). Let us choose a > 0 and let k be such an integer 
that ||f(fe) - f\\A < g/3. Then there exists such N that rjn
k)T1/2 < e/3 Vn ^ N. This 
means that for every s > 0 we can find N such that ||/. — f[|^ < e Vn ^ N and 
(3.29)i is proved. 
To be able to prove (3.38) and (3.39) we shall need also the following relations: 
(3.30) ||w' - Inw% S Chn max |w*(x, t)\\2 , 
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(3.31) \\Awi+1lAt„ - ln{Aw
i+i\Atn)\\, g Ch„ max ||w*(x, i)\\2 , 
tel 
(3.32) Hi,' - Inv
l\\! S Chn max ||t>*(x, t)\\2 , 
tei 
(3.33) | K ' + 1 K - J„(.4t> i+7.401. g Ch„ max \\i*(x, t)\\2 , 
tef 
which follow from the finite element interpolation theorems. For example, 
Atn'\ w*(. 
Ju-i 
K-J.W'III = cfc„K||2 = cfc.ii. 
= Cfc„ zl l"
1 ||w*(x, s)||2 ds = Cfc„ max ||w*(x, t)||2 , 
J f . - i tel 
||.dwi+1/,df„ - ijAw^JAQW, ^ C/?„||.dw
i+1/Jf„||2 = 
II Cu + 1 II 
= Cfc„ At;2 {w*(x, s) - w*(x, s - At,,)} ds = 
I I J - . || 2 
= Cfc„ max ||w*(x, t)||2 . 
tel 
Finally, we shall need: 
(3.34) lim (AU'', v7At„) = lim K ^ = lim ||«T |̂|x = 0 , 
n -+00 n-»oo n -> oo 
(3.35) lim [Iw1 - w*(0)||i = lim fv1 - v^O)^ = 0 , 
n —> oo n -* oo 
(3.36) ||i//.df„ - / ^ / . d O l ! ^ C/r„ max ||t5*(x, f)||2 • 
tel 
Let us prove these relations. As v*(x, T) = 0 we have 
vr\Atn = At;
2 I [v*(x, s) - v*(x, T)] ds = At;2 \ (s - T) v*(x, s) ds 
J t r - l J t r - 1 
where s = T - d(T - s), d e (0, 1). Thus 
(3.37) h'lMj = m a x !**(*> Oil/ 0 = 0, 1, 2) . 
Estimates (3A9)2 and (3.37) imply (3.34)^ Relation (3.36) follows from the finite 
element interpolation theorem and (3.37). Relation (3.34)2 follows from the estimates 
y\\j = A'n [w*(x, s) - w*(x, T ) ] ds 
| | J t r - l 
(*T 
^ At;1 \s - T\ . || w*(x, s)||y ds = At,, max ||w*(x, t)||; 
J t r - l teI 
and relation (3.35)! follows from 
II f'1 
||w1 - w*(0)||, = At"1 [w*(s) - w*(0)] ds 
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S max || w*(s) - w*(0)\\j ( O ^ j ' ^ 2 ) . 
se[0,ti] 
Relations (3.34)3 and (3.35)2 can be proved in the same way. 
Passing to the limit for m -> oo in relations (3.26), (3.27), which are considered 
only for the subsequence {m} of the sequence {n}, we obtain, according to (3.5), 
(3.6), (3.15), (3.16), (3.19), (3.24), (3.25), (3.28)-(3.36): 
(3.38) (TD(9(t), w*(t)) dt - cAT(9(t), w*(t)) dt - C l(S0 , w*(0)) -
- c2 (div u(t), w*(t)) dt - c2(div u0, w*(0)) + 
T(S(t), w*(t)\ dt = f T(Q(t), w*(t)) dt + p [T(g(t), w*(t% dt Vn>* e STX , 
o Jo Jo 




- Cx (Ąt), di v*(t)) dř = l(f(t), v*(t)) + (p(t), v*(t)\] dř \/v* є <Ѓ2 
Relations (3.38), (3.39) together with Lemma 9 imply relations (3.2), (3.3). 
B) Property a) is proved in Lemma 8. 
C) Now we prove the uniqueness of the solution. As the problem is linear it 
suffices to prove that the homogeneous problem 
rT rT 
(3.40) D(S(t), w(t)) dt - cA (S(t), w(t)) dt -
- cг 
rт 





dt — Cд 
rт 
(ù(t), v(t)) dt 
, í (5((), div v(t)) át = 0 VIM 
(3-42) u(0) = 0 
has only the trivial solution #(t) = 0, u(t) = 0. 
Let us set 
(3.43) £(t) = S(T) dr , 
Jo 





»,(-) - / Ѓ w 
0 
dт if 0 ^ t й s 
if s < t йT, 
dт if 0 S t й s 
if s < t < T. 
It is evident that ws e #" 1 ? vs e #"2. 









D(9(t), wjt)) át = I D($(t), wjt)) dř = 
) Jo 
= !SD(І(t), wjt)) dt = f ~- D(ф), wjt)) åt -
Jo J o d t 
'Щ{ђ, ws(ŕ))dŕ = D(ф), wjs)) - D(ф), wJO)) -
Jo 
D(ф), ţ(t)) dř = - D(Ç(t), ф)) át, 
T(Ąt), wjt))ăt = \\ł(t), 5(0) dt = iЏ(s)\\2o , 
Jo Jo 
(div u(t), wjt)) åt = - (div и(í), 5(0) d ř > 
Г(ð(0, ws(0)9 dř = f ~ (5(í), ws(0)9 dí -
Jo J o d t 
- ľ(5(t), ws(0)9 dt= - ľ(5(t), 5(0)9
 d t . 
Jo Jo 
a(м(í),17,(0) d ř = я(*.(0» y*(0) d ř = 
Jo Jo 
= \ I j a(vjt), vjt)) dř = - ì a(Уs(0), ĽS(0)) , 
2 J Q CJt 2 
Г(м(í), ќ/0) df = ľ(м(í), м(f)) df = i|н(s)||ă , 
J o J o 
\ąt), div vjt)) dt = f - (É(Ѓ), div vs(t)) dř -
o Jodí 
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- p({(*), div vs(t)) dt= - fat), div u(t)) dt. 
Let us set w = ws in (3.40) and v = vs in (3.41) and let us express the integrals 
appearing in (3,40) and (3.41) by means of (3.46) —(3.52). Then let us add the resulting 
relations up (for simplicity we assume c2 = c3 = 1). We obtain 
(3.53) £ { D ( ^ ' {W) + mt)> ^ dt + 
+ ±a{vs{0), vs{0)) + ie*Hs)\l + ^Ms)jl = 0 . 
As s el is arbitrary relations (3.53), (1.17) imply 
||£0)||o = |«(s)||0 =-0 Vse/. 
Thus 9(t) = 0, u(t) = 0 almost everywhere in I and the uniqueness of the solution 
is proved. 
D) The fact that the sequences {Un}9 {&„} can be arbitrary foliov/s from the uni-
queness of the solution. Theorem 5 is proved. 
4. THREE SPECIAL (DEGENERATE) CASES 
Problem (1.1)—(1.14) includes formally three special (or degenerate) cases. We 
obtain them if we set c1 = 0, or c4 = 0, or c1 = c4 = 0. In the case cL = 0 we do 
not prescribe initial condition (1.7) and in the case c4 = 0 initial conditions (1.8), 
(1.9) are substituted by the initial condition 
(4.1) (div u) (xl9 x2, 0) = (p(xl9 x2) , (xl9 x2) e Q 
where cp(xl9 x2) is a given function. 
The physical meaning of the case c1 = 0, c4 > 0 is unknown; thus we shall not 
discuss this situation. Problem (1.1) —(1.7), (4.1), (1A0)-(1.14) (when c1 > 0, 
c4 = 0) describes the quasistatical thermoeleasticity. 
Problem (1.1) —(1.6), (4.1) (when cY = c4 = 0) is one of the models of consolida-
tion of clay. In this case boundary condition (1.4) has a modificated form 
(4.2) dSjdv = g(xl9 x2,t), (x l f x2) e r 2 a , ^ > 0 
and relation (1.10) is changed to 
(4.3) au = (TU(U, S) = Dijkm skm(u) - S5 y . 
Thus c3 = 1. The function ,9 has the meaning of pore water pressure in this case. 
(For more detail, see [15].) 
We call these three cases degenerate because it is impossible to repeat (or modify) 
the considerations from Sections 1 and 2. The reason is simple: Considerations intro-
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duced in Section 1 are based on the assumption that there exist functions 5° e H2, 
R° e H which satisfy (1.27) and (1.28). In the case c1 = c4 = 0 we must substitute 
this assumption by the following one: There exist functions S0 e W9 u0 e V
2, U~x e V29 
where U_1 depends on Atn9 such that 
(4.4) div u0 = cp, 
(4.5) D(S09 w) + c2Atn~\d\y (u0 - U"
1), w) = G0(w) Vw e W, 
(4.6) a(u0, v) - (S0, div v) = F0(v) Vv e V
2 
where G0(w) = (6(0), w) + (g(0), w)d and F0(v) is the same as in (1.28). There is no 
reasonable physical situation where these conditions can be satisfied. (Even in the 
simplest and most frequent case cp = 0, which expresses the assumption that the 
pore water is incompressible, we are not able to succeed: we can set u0 = 0; then 
assuming (2.4)2 we obtain from (4.6) 
(4.7) grad $0 = / (0) in H
2 . 
Requirement (4.7) restricts essentially the choice of / For example, as S0 e W the 
quite natural datum f(x91) = const, is eliminated.) 
In the case cx > 0, c4 = 0 assumptions (1.27), (1.28) must be substituted by the 
following assumption: There exist functions R° e H, u0 e V
2, U~x e V2, where U"1 
depends on Atn9 such that relations (4.4), (4.6) and 
(4.8) cx(R°9 w) + D(S0, w) + c2At~
 l(di\ (u0 - U"
1), w) = 
= (Q(0), w) + (g(0)9 w) Vw e W 
are satisfied. In this case «90 e Wis a given function appearing in the initial condition 
(1.7). Requirements (4.4), (4.6), (4.8) again essentially restrict the choice of data. 
On the contrary, the weaker variational formulation is quite appropriate for the 
cases c! = c4 = 0 and cx > 0, c4 = 0 and all considerations from Section 3 can be 
easily modified. We mention here briefly the case ct = c4 = 0. 
We restrict our considerations to functions cp with the following property: To 
a given cp e H there exists such a vector u0 e V
2 n [JV2(-2)]
2 that condition (4.4) 
is satisfied. (In the case (p = 0, which is most important for applications, we can set 
u0 = 0.) 
Inspecting the proofs from Section 3 we see that we can prove the following 
result: Let ct = c4 = 0, let mes FlM > 0, mes F15l > 0 and let the assumptions of 
Lemma 8 be satisfied. Then the solution of PC - 2 exists and is unique and we have 
Un - u in L2(I; V
2), Bn - 3 in L2(I; W) 
where u, $ is the solution of PC - 2 and {Un} and {0n} are arbitrary sequences of 
functions (3A3) and (3A4), respectively, which are generated by the unique solution 
of PD - 3. 
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Let us note that the variational problem considered in [15] is a special case of 
the problem from Definition 2. 
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S o u h r n 
ANALÝZA PŘIBLIŽNÝCH ŘEŠENÍ SDRUŽENÉ DYNAMICKÉ 
TERMOELASTICITY A PŘÍBUZNÝCH PROBLÉMŮ 
JOZEF KAČUR a ALEXANDER ŽENÍŠEK 
V článku jsou studovány otázky existence a jednoznačnosti řešení různých variačních formu­
lací sdruženého problému dynamické termoelasticity a konvergence přibližných řešení těchto 
problémů. 
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V сази* 1 е̂ о!еппоуапо бепитзкгёЧш рпЬНгпе гезет, кгегё ]е 21зкапо сазоуои шзкгеигас! 
уапаспто ргоЫёти 2 ёептсе 1 ротос! Еи1егоуу грёЧпё Гогти1е. 2а ргеарок1ас1и, ге с1а1а 
^5ои аЪзШеспё Ыадка (у1г (1.21)—(1.24) а (1.27), (1.28)) е̂ докагапа ех1згепсе а ^еапо2паспо8Т. 
гезет (уёга 1) а гусЫоз! к о п у е г ё е п с е О ^ ^ ^ Я о т е п о шпкс! V ргозЮги С(1; ^ 2 ( .0 ) ) рго з1огку 
розипт! а V ргозЮги С(1; Ь2(&)) рго 1ер1от (уё*а 2); ге§и1агпо81 гезет ]е з1ис1оуапа Vе уёт.асп 
1 а 3. 
V сазП 2 е̂ аегтоуапо р!пе сНзкгеигоуапё гезет уапасшпо ргоЫети ъ аейтсе 1 ротос! 
Еи1егоуу грёгпе ГогтЫе а пе]]еапоа,изз1Сп копеспусп ргукй. Копуег^епсе 1опого рНЬНгпёпо 
гезет ^е ёокагапа Vе уёгё 4. 
V сазП 3 ]зои па скиа ро.огепу со тогпа пе]8.аЪз1 рогааауку. Т о т и оа,роУ1аа ] т а аептсе 
уапаспто гезет. Уе \'ё{.ё 5 }& с!окагапа ех1з1епсе а ]еёпогпаспоз1 1опо!о гезет а копуег§епсе 
р1пё сизкгеигоуапёЪо гезет. 
Резюме 
АНАЛИЗ ПРИБЛИЖЁННЫХ РЕШЕНИЙ СОПРЯЖЁННОЙ ДИНАМИЧЕСКОЙ 
ТЕРМОЭЛАСТИЧНОСТИ И РОДСТВЕННЫХ ПРОБЛЕМ 
1 О 2 Е Р К А С Г Ж а А^ЕXАN^Ек 2 Е Ш З Е К 
В статье изучаются вопросы существования и единственности решении различных вариа­
ционных формулировок сопряжённой проблемы динамической термоэластичности и сходи­
мость приближённых решений этих проблем. 
В части 1 определено полудискретное приближенное решение, которое получено временной 
дискретизацией вариационной проблемы из определения 1 при помощи обратной формулы 
Эйлера. При предположении, что данные достаточно гладки (см. (1.21)—(1.24) и (1.27), (1.28), 
доказаны существование и единственность решения (теорема 1) и скорость сходимости 
0(Аг ' ) функций Ротэ в пространстве С(1; И^С-̂ О для компонент смещений и в пространстве 
С(1; Ь2ШУ) для температуры (теорема 2(. Регулярность решений изучена в теоремах 1 и 3. 
В части 2 определено полностью дискретизированное решение вариационной проблемы 
из определения 1 при помощи обратной формулы Эйлера и простейших конечных элементов. 
Сходимость этого приближенного решения доказана в теореме 4. 
В части 3 на данные накладываются как можно слабейшие условия. Этому соответствует 
другая формулировка вариационного решения. В теореме 5 доказаны существование и един­
ственность этого решения и сходимость полностью дискретизированного решения. 
АигНогз' аййгех&еи: ЯN^^. ^02е/Каси^, С8с, йАМ ^ К , М1упзка аоНпа, 842 15 Вгаиз1ауа; 
Оос. 1ШОг. А/ехапа'ег ЙепШк, Ог8с, ОУС УШ\ ОЪгапсй ппги 21, 602 00 Вгпо. 
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